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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

How Recycling And DIY Trends Advance The Decentralized        
Economy  

By Nicholas West 

Introduction 

“Tinkering with biology leads to insight; insight leads to         
innovation.” – 2011 North American DIYbio Congress 

There is a new movement forming that is quite literally taking a            
scrappy approach to innovation. By recycling, repurposing,       
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decentralizing and generally “making do” like past generations, a         
new wave of innovator/entrepreneur has injected the rising open         
source ethos into an emerging trend of “bio-villages.” It’s an          
interesting combination of high-tech mixed with old-world frugality        
that is melding different disciplines together toward a higher         
purpose of evolution. 

Regular readers of Counter Markets are by now aware of our           
affinity for makerspaces, open source biolabs, DIY remedies, 3D         
printing and various other topics that we have covered related to           
decentralized business and innovation.  

Equally important as the financial opportunities offered by the         
groups mentioned above, it is the cultural impact that this          
philosophy can have in helping to make centralized government         
structures as irrelevant as possible to our personal success.  

It appears that the next step is being taken to combine a variety of              
disciplines and interests to create something of an eclectic and          
adaptive business organism that can lead us into a more diverse           
and dynamic future of self-determination. 

Shipping Containers Open For Business and Buildings Made        
From Fungi? 

If there was ever a sign that the barriers to entry in the formally              
hallowed halls of medicine, science, and technology are rapidly         
collapsing, it might be found at Shepherd’s Bush Market in west           
London, UK.  

Open Cell is the name of a new collective that operates out of 45              
shipping containers that form a courtyard inside Shepherd’s        
Market, as seen in the image above which introduced this article. 

The collective recounts its beginnings in a similar manner to the           
United States’ Genspace biohacker organization that I featured in         
Issue 10.  
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Fed up with a mainstream paradigm consisting of the         
university-led “tech-transfer channel” where “businesses have to       
choose between empty labs, costing tens of thousands to equip,          
or expensive university facilities” the co-founders state their        
mission to democratize innovation: 

Helene and Tom met while working in biotech labs despite          
neither having a background in biology. Helene was a         
designer working on biology in Microsoft Research and Tom         
was a physicist working on synthetic biology in the University          
of Cambridge. After collaborating on a number of projects at          
the intersection of design and science they founded a         
biotech startup but could not find affordable lab space. 

They spent a year searching for spaces, writing proposals,         
receiving rejections and having negotiations. Finally the       
team convinced U+i group, a property developer specialising        
in regeneration, SynbiCITE the UK’s synthetic biology       
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industry and engineering biology industrial accelerator, and       
the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham Council,        
to support the initiative. 

Open Cell’s vision of creating low-cost labspace with a         
user-centric focus is only possible thanks to our most         
passionate supporter: Biotop, an Austrian science collective.       
The group's obsession is modular lab design. Shipping        
containers are the ideal starting point since they are readily          
available, easily moved and have a long history of         
multifunctional use. They provide a flexible testbed where        
innovative lab designs can be rapidly installed and tested. 

In essence, the Open Cell initiative is offering collaboration over          
specialization, which has become one of the key protectionist         
impediments to a life bound by the strictures of a purely academic            
approach.  

As quoted above, it is with the support of Biotop’s modular           
laboratories that lower costs can provide a much greater access          
to the networks that true innovators so desperately need in order           
to promote their ideas and test their products. 
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London’s Guardian newspaper recently featured some of the        
interesting and potentially game-changing concepts already being       
researched after just a few months within this new paradigm. 

● Vegan cosmetics 
● Sustainable bioplastics for use in the fashion industry 
● Systems that extract nutrients and energy from wastewater 
● A startup that “grows” buildings out of fungi 
● Farmers who pollinate crops using swarms of flies controlled         

with an app 
● Biofabrics made from food waste and bodily fluids 
● A company developing a new material made of discarded         

potato peelings from chip companies 

The Guardian describes this new wave of innovators as “a mix of            
engineers, designers, and architects (and) are part of a trend that           
has seen biotechnology move out of large research institutions         
and into more informal and unconventional settings, such as         
community workspaces and even people’s basements and       
bedrooms.” 

Perhaps surprisingly, some mainstream science leaders are       
touting what could be the dawn of a completely new era: 

“I am completely convinced that a great idea will come out of            
Open Cell,” says Professor Paul Freemont, co-director of the         
National UK Innovation and Knowledge Centre for Synthetic        
Biology and adviser to the project. 

“The atmosphere and the feeling of the place is all part of it.             
It helps break down barriers between people working in         
different fields and institutions. It provides a completely        
neutral venue and there is a certain sense of freedom that I            
think this particular generation of people find very attractive.         
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There’s no doubt about it, it’s going to be a hotbed of            
creativity.” 

Open Cell stated that they have plans to increase the diversity of            
their technology, as well as to form even larger sub-collectives,          
then open up the entire facility for public engagement. 

Biotop, the company behind the Open Cell initiative, stresses that          
what is being done in the UK can be replicated at scale. In their              
post, which I encourage everyone to read in full, “How to Build a             
Biolab in 10 Days,” they offer specifics for how they went from            
Skype call advice to meetings to creating container laboratories in          
an astonishingly short period of time.  

We just got back from London, where we helped our friends           
at OpenCell furnish their first container lab. 

How did this happen? Well, about a month ago we were           
contacted by Helene Steiner, who, together with Thomas        
Meany, is in the process of setting up a container village for            
small biotech startups in the heart of London. The idea is to            
provide a professional workspace (10 biolabs, 20 offices, 10         
studios for artists and designers, 4 workshop containers, 1         
store) to small businesses and startups. She said to us “Hey           
guys, I saw you are interested in building container labs, we           
have 10 of them. Do you want to design the interior & layout             
for the first one and help us build it?”. Of course we agreed,             
as this would give us a chance to design and test a first             
prototype of our lab workbench as well as try out different           
layouts for the container lab. The main challenge here is to           
fit all the necessary equipment into a small space and still           
create a nice work environment. 

We came together for two weekend workshops and several         
evening-filling Skype-calls in which we discussed, refined       
and re-arranged workbenches, appliances and shelving. The       
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space is approximately 12 x 2.2 m in size and needs to            
accommodate a sink, -80°C freezer, -20°C freezer, fridge,        
chemical fume hood, BSL2 cell culture hood, CO2 incubator,         
autoclave as well as space for four people to work and move            
around. 

The story of Biotop and Open Cell should be an inspiration to            
anyone who feels that these concepts might be too complicated,          
too costly or too time consuming. When researching this topic, I           
realized just how open this new approach is for further          
involvement and innovation. We are in the very formative stages          
of what could be one of the most impactful trends that could            
reshape the way we approach maximizing the potential of our          
local communities while contributing to a wider decentralized        
global economy.  

Additional Resources for DIY Collaborative Projects and       
Education 

Here are some other organizations that I have not covered in past            
articles, which I feel deserve a mention. As always, please do           
your own research to determine what is the best fit for your needs             
and areas of interest. 

 

SoundBioLab 

SoundBioLab is a Seattle, Washington-based organization which       
states that they are “happy to support any ideas within BSL-1           
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guidelines and assist you with turning them into ongoing projects.”          
You can see their offerings overview to determine how your own           
vision aligns. Their website offers a small but diverse list of           
ongoing projects (please visit for additional links) including: 

TOP: The Oxalis Project (TOP) is a meeting place for budding           
botanists and plant breeders. Their stated goal is to breed new           
ornamental varieties of these curious plants, and to learn through          
experiment along the way. They offer plant sales, workshops,         
walks and talks, on all manner of plant science topics. 

Sleight Beer Lab: specializes in running analytical,       
microbiology/molecular biology, and yeast health/fermentation     
tests for the brewing community. The lab can perform a variety of            
tests that include the measurement of basic beer characteristics         
(e.g. ABV, IBU, SRM, lactic acid), bacterial and wild yeast          
contamination testing, and yeast viability/vitality tests. 

Citizen Salmon: Their mission is to acquire a deeper knowledge          
of local food origins and thus provide the same opportunity for           
inquiry to the public. By connecting the information about a          
salmon’s genes with its birthplace, CS aims to develop a simple           
tool that citizen scientists may use independently to determine the          
origin of salmon on their plate. I would add that this is particularly             
important in an era of GMO salmon that continues to endure a            
political fight about labeling requirements. 

MINISTAT: An open-source, multiplexed chemostat for DIY bio        
labs. A chemostat permits the culture of cells in a controlled,           
steady-state environment for optimal growth, and the goal is to          
create a flexible system that allows the rapid design and          
implementation of fermentation for microbiology experiment. 

Visit the SoundBio MeetUp Group HERE. 
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DIYbio.org 

DIYbio.org was founded in 2008 with the mission of establishing          
“a vibrant, productive and safe community of DIY biologists.” The          
group is designed as a 501(c)(3) charitable organization.        
Donations are tax-deductible to the extent permitted by law.         
Excellent resources can be found throughout the following links. 

● DIYbiosphere — take a journey through the sphere of         
DIYbio-related activities worldwide 

● Find local groups, people and meetups near you 
● Or dive into the global discussion 
● Get an overview of current events from the blog 
● Facebook group 

The organization offers a clear foundation for what one can          
expect when collaborating with others. The result from their 2011          
European DIYbio Congress is a statement of ethics which is a           
perfect antithesis to everything we know to be true within the           
establishment paradigm. 
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Bioenergy village in Croatia - Lekenik is located in the northern part of the              
Sisak – Moslavina county. Lekenik has already some well-developed         
SMEs. With the opening the Business Zone Lekenik and the extension of            
the business infrastructure, it is expected that the business climate of the            
municipality will enhance even more. 

BioVill Bioenergy Villages 

BioVill is currently a Eurocentric organization that adds energy         
independence as their focus within the larger DIYbio concept.         
This is also something we have covered in past issues with           
BioGas projects and other extremely local initiatives that Brian         
Berletic has covered while living in Thailand.  

Although some might object to BioVill’s rhetoric surrounding        
issues of climate change and other environmental protection lingo         
(as well as a bit of European Union funding) at its heart we can              
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find incredibly valuable details about cooperative, local planning        
to become more self-sufficient.  

Producing one’s own heat, electricity, water filtration, and waste         
management systems greatly decentralizes the powerful control       
mechanisms supported by regional governments and removes       
the most basic of human needs as a day-to-day worry.  

BioVill also describes their mission in terms which every         
proponent of a decentralized economy can appreciate. 

● The biomass feedstock is produced locally and in a         
sustainable way 

● The power supply from local renewable energies is at least          
as high as the energy demand of the village 

● The heat demand is provided by locally produced biomass         
or other renewable energies 

● The business model allows also consumers, farmers and        
forest owners to become shared owners of the installations 

● The creation of the bioenergy village is based on a high           
level of public participation 

Current working bio-villages can be found in Macedonia,        
Slovenia, Serbia, Croatia, and Romania.  

For those who are interested, there is also an upcoming BioVill           
conference at the end of November in Brussels, Belgium. Lastly,          
the site has an extensive projects and resources page that would           
be worth your further investigation. 

I would recommend that readers who missed last month’s article          
about forming cooperatives to please visit Brian Berletic’s advice         
on the topic, “Organizing a Cooperative.” Too often it can be the            
“business model” that makes or breaks an otherwise valuable         
project created with positive intent. If not done correctly – and with            
the right people – it can also allow for pseudo-government          
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organizations to undermine and exploit projects designed with the         
goal to make such concerns irrelevant. 

Closing Thoughts 

It has become popular to assume that when one discusses          
“sustainability,” it is inherently an anti-capitalistic philosophy. Very        
often it is on the contrary – embedded within that now-political           
catchphrase is the desire to move toward creative solutions in          
self-reliance and localization that are very much underpinned by a          
desire to make money outside of establishment control systems.  

We have entered a world now where the terminology has become           
so politicized that we can easily lose sight of what these words            
really mean. I know for a fact that many of the projects we are a               
part of at Counter Markets are designed toward ensuring the          
longest-term sustainable income at the highest level possible.        
Others are, in fact, “social projects” or “for purpose” projects. But           
that doesn’t mean we want to run to the government/corporate          
Wall Street system of making money and obtaining funding to          
achieve our goals. The same can be said of the concepts above,            
which have the noble roots of rejecting the entrenched notions of           
what it means to be an “expert” in today’s world, and aim to             
decentralize economies controlled by far too few interests.  

With all of the world’s knowledge at our fingertips – and at the             
fingertips of other creative individuals – now is the best time in            
human history to form a de facto mesh network of capable           
humans who can employ the spirit of collaboration and build a           
structure powerful enough to attract the next generation of         
entrepreneurs and innovators. 

Are you involved with your own open source project or          
bio-village? We would love to hear from you and feature your           
story. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Does Crypto Twitter Prove The Identity Of Satoshi? 

 

By Vin Armani  

There’s no reason to bury the lead: 

Hal Finney was Satoshi Nakamoto. 

I’ve been sure of Satoshi’s identity for some time and I have            
struggled with sharing the evidence and analysis that brought me          
to this conclusion. I’ve chosen to share some (but far from all) of             
the results of my investigation in Counter Markets because I know           
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that our readership has the sophistication to appreciate the         
significance of the story.  

I write these words with some reluctance, however, with the          
thought that outlining this information represents a threat to the          
well being of Hal’s widow and his two children. If Hal passed on             
even a fraction of the private keys to the Bitcoin mined by Satoshi             
in the early years, his heirs will likely end up the trustees of one of               
the most significant fortunes of all times. We know for sure –            
coins belonging to Hal were moved after his death – that Hal            
passed on early keys. Just how many he passed on, however, still            
remains a mystery. 

Hal Finney has always been on the short list of potential Satoshis.            
In addition to Hal, that list generally includes Nick Szabo, Wei Dai,            
Gavin Andresen and Dorian (nee Satoshi) Nakamoto. As you will          
see, the fact that Dorian, the only non-cypherpunk of the bunch, is            
on the short list adds even more credence to Hal being Satoshi.            
Besides Dorian, this list consists of individuals with the proven          
means (technical capability) and motivation (demonstrable past       
interest in the concepts used in Bitcoin).  

Hal Finney is unique among the group in that, at every step of             
Satoshi’s involvement with Bitcoin, “Hal was there.” Hal was on          
the cryptography mailing list where Satoshi posted both the white          
paper and the initial client software. Hal was a participant in both            
threads. No other “suspected Satoshi” participated in those        
threads. Hal was the first person other than Satoshi to run the            
Bitcoin client software. In other words, Hal was the first miner           
besides Satoshi. Hal was the first recipient of a Bitcoin          
transaction. In fact Satoshi didn’t even send a test transaction to           
himself before sending one to Hal. As a software developer          
myself, the idea that this occurred already stretches credulity to          
uncomfortable levels. Hal was the first contributor of code         
(including bug fixes in the first week) to the project besides           
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Satoshi. Hal was the last individual Satoshi specifically responded         
to on the BitcoinTalk forum before he vanished. In my opinion,           
one of the most interesting times that “Hal was there” is the case             
of Crypto Twitter. Hal – and only Hal – was there at the beginning              
of Crypto Twitter. 

Hal Finney Invented Crypto Twitter 

Twitter is arguably the primary communication medium for the         
blockchain and cryptocurrency community. It should be no        
surprise that this is the case. Bitcoin itself is a decentralized           
network that seeks to find truth via consensus. The one-to-many          
interactions between Bitcoin nodes are constant. Each relayed        
broadcast is an attempt by a node to communicate its own truth            
(about the state of the blockchain and the network overall). In this            
way, Bitcoin and Twitter are analogues.  

Crypto Twitter, that segment of Twitter users who are primarily          
focused on the world of cryptocurrency and blockchain technology         
that arose from Bitcoin, is the “meatspace” of Bitcoin. Hal Finney           
started Crypto Twitter. In fact, Hal Finney is the first person to use             
the word “bitcoin” on Twitter. He only tweeted about Bitcoin three           
times. All three tweets were in a three-week timespan, during          
January of 2009 – the month that the Bitcoin blockchain was born. 

Those three tweets provide the foundation upon which I will build           
my argument for Hal Finney’s secret identity. Those three tweets          
help us understand who (and what) Satoshi Nakamoto was.         
Before we examine them, however, it’s worth taking a moment to           
briefly walk through the remarkable life of Hal Finney, to better           
understand who he was. 

Hal Finney was born in Coalinga, California in 1956. He grew up            
in Arcadia, a Los Angeles suburb. Coincidentally, Dorian        
Nakamoto (then known as Satoshi) lived in Temple City, the          
neighboring town. The combined population of Arcadia and        
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Temple City between 1970 and 1980, when both men were living           
in the area, was under 80,000 people. Hal Finney grew up literally            
down the street (within 5 miles) of a person sharing the same            
obscure Japanese name as a figure who also belonged to an           
obscure cryptography mailing list of which Finney was a member.          
In fact, the primary (read: only) reason Dorian Nakamoto (seven          
years Hal’s senior) is on the short list of being Satoshi is because             
there are so few people named Satoshi Nakamoto. Surely, at          
some point in Hal’s early years, he would have seen or heard the             
name Satoshi Nakamoto. It’s a great name – iconic and          
mysterious. No doubt the name stuck with young Hal the way it            
has stuck with millions in the last decade. Perhaps Hal came           
across Satoshi’s name during his college years. Hal attended         
Caltech in Pasadena. Satoshi attended Cal Poly, just on the other           
side of the San Gabriel Valley – in Pomona. 

Young Hal fit the classic Bitcoiner mold. In high school he was            
remembered for carrying around a copy of Ayn Rand’s Atlas          
Shrugged, which surely helped form the libertarian views he held          
for his entire life. At university he studied computer engineering          
and, upon graduation, took a job coding video games for Mattel.           
Libertarian, coder, gamer: the Bitcoin demographic.  

He married his college girlfriend, Fran in 1982 and they moved           
back to Temple City. In 1991, Hal Finney discovered and joined           
the legendary Cypherpunk email list. The cypherpunks were a         
group of crypto-anarchists (many active in the world of crypto to           
this day) who saw encryption and the resulting privacy, as the key            
to bringing more individual liberty to the world.  

One of the main “prophets” of the cypherpunks was David          
Chaum. Chaum was the first person to invent a digital currency,           
called DigiCash, which incorporated elements of decentralization       
and anonymity. In 1992, Half Finney wrote this about Chaum on           
the cypherpunks list: 
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It seemed so obvious to me. Here we are faced with the            
problems of loss of privacy, creeping computerization,       
massive databases, more centralization - and Chaum offers        
a completely different direction to go in, one which puts          
power into the hands of individuals rather than governments         
and corporations. The computer can be used as a tool to           
liberate and protect people, rather than to control them. 

A decade and a half before the Bitcoin Genesis Block, Hal Finney            
was thinking deeply about the power and promise of a          
decentralized network secured with encryption. But Hal didn’t just         
think about using technology to bring more power to the people,           
he acted on it.  

In 1991, word came, via the Cypherpunks email list, that the           
cryptographer Phil Zimmerman was planning to release a freely         
available encryption program so strong that government agencies        
would not be able to crack it. The program was called Pretty Good             
Privacy (PGP). PGP is, to this day, the most widely used email            
encryption software in the world. When Hal read what         
Zimmerman planned, he immediately contacted Phil and became        
one of the first collaborators to the code. Hal began working full            
time (initially on a volunteer basis) helping improve the code. He’s           
the main individual credited with PGP 2.0. The pioneering “web of           
trust” model used by PGP where peers vouch for the identities of            
others, was innovated by Finney. 

The saga of Zimmerman and PGP was a harbinger of things to            
come. In 1993, the US Customs Service began an investigation          
into Zimmerman for a possible breach of the Arms Export Control           
Act. The US government, since World War II, had considered          
encryption software to be munitions, subject to export control. By          
making PGP available internationally via the Internet, the        
government argued, Phil Zimmerman was potentially guilty of        
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arms smuggling. The investigation lasted until 1996, when it was          
dropped without charges. During that time, Hal Finney’s        
involvement in the software was kept secret. However, he got a           
front row seat to see what a frightened government could put a            
cypherpunk through if his software proved powerful. With the         
investigation dropped, Zimmerman started PGP Inc. Hal became        
one of the first employees and worked for the company until his            
retirement in 2011.  

In the ‘90s Hal ran several anonymous remailer services. He also,           
in 2004, created the first reusable proof-of-work system (RPOW)         
before Bitcoin. Hal Finney, without a doubt, had the means,          
motive, and opportunity to be Satoshi.  

Now, let’s lay out the evidence… beginning with Hal’s own tweet. 

 

On the evening of January 10th, 2009, Hal Finney took to Twitter            
and the word “bitcoin” entered that social network’s database for          
the first time. Hal proclaimed to the world, in a simple 2-word            
tweet, that he was “Running bitcoin.” Hal spoke about this          
moment in a sort of “farewell post” on the BitcoinTalk forums in            
2013. 

When Satoshi announced the first release of the software, I          
grabbed it right away. I think I was the first person besides            
Satoshi to run bitcoin. I mined block 70-something, and I was           
the recipient of the first bitcoin transaction, when Satoshi         
sent ten coins to me as a test. I carried on an email             
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conversation with Satoshi over the next few days, mostly me          
reporting bugs and him fixing them. 

Bitcoin and me (Hal Finney) - March 19, 2013 

In fact, Hal’s block was block 78. We know this because, during            
the course of an interview that Hal and his family gave to Forbes             
reporter Andy Greenberg (published March 25th, 2014, mere        
months before Hal’s death in August of that same year), Hal’s son            
Jason showed Greenberg the logs from Hal’s mining in the early           
days of Bitcoin. The first block that Hal publicly acknowledged          
mining was visible in those logs. So, too, was the first Bitcoin            
transaction ever - sent to Hal “by Satoshi” and mined in block 170.             
Greenberg was allowed to snap a screenshot of the log and           
included it with his article. 
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This screenshot is one of the most valuable pieces of evidence for            
analyzing the behavior of Satoshi Nakamoto. It gives us an          
undisputed glimpse of activity associated with the first week of          
Bitcoin. Bitcoin block 1 was mined Friday, January 9th, 2009 at           
2:54 am UTC - 6:54 pm on Thursday, January 8th in California,            
where Finney was located. Finney claims to have only run a           
single instance of the client. 

After a few days, bitcoin was running pretty stably, so I left it             
running. Those were the days when difficulty was 1, and you           
could find blocks with a CPU, not even a GPU. I mined            
several blocks over the next days. But I turned it off because            
it made my computer run hot, and the fan noise bothered           
me. In retrospect, I wish I had kept it up longer, but on the              
other hand I was extraordinarily lucky to be there at the           
beginning. It's one of those glass half full half empty things. 

The next I heard of Bitcoin was late 2010, when I was            
surprised to find that it was not only still going, bitcoins           
actually had monetary value. I dusted off my old wallet, and           
was relieved to discover that my bitcoins were still there. As           
the price climbed up to real money, I transferred the coins           
into an offline wallet, where hopefully they'll be worth         
something to my heirs. 

Bitcoin and me (Hal Finney) - March 19, 2013 

Finney downloaded the early Bitcoin code and began        
running it on an IBM Windows desktop tower machine. He's          
widely believed to be the first person other than Nakamoto          
himself to do so. He kept it running for weeks--just how long,            
he declined to tell me. With no competition, he was able to            
mine as much as a hundred coins a day using only his old             
PC’s off-the-shelf CPU. But sometime after mining a        
thousand coins, Finney turned the machine off--he and his         
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son were worried the computer was overheating. The stash         
of bitcoins sat on Finney's hard drive and were later burned           
to a DVD, left to gather dust on a desk. “I thought it was just               
an altruistic thing he was doing for a friend,” says Fran           
Finney. “And we thought the PGP thing had been enough          
altruism already.” 

Forbes, 2014 

There are inconsistencies in these two statements that require         
further examination. In his farewell, Finney says: 

I mined several blocks over the next days. But I turned it off             
because it made my computer run hot, and the fan noise           
bothered me. In retrospect, I wish I had kept it up longer… 

Finney communicated something quite different to Greenberg. 

He kept it running for weeks--just how long, he declined to           
tell me. With no competition, he was able to mine as much            
as a hundred coins a day using only his old PC’s           
off-the-shelf CPU. But sometime after mining a thousand        
coins, Finney turned the machine off. 

How long did Finney run the client in question? Take a look at the              
scroll bar in the screenshot. We see a small scroll cursor (the little             
blue blob that tells you how far down you are – all the way at the                
bottom in this case), which indicates that the total number of           
“pages” in that log is significant.  

If our view represents a week’s worth of mining and we interpret            
the overall size of the log from that, we can extrapolate out a total              
log size of many months. Yet Hal is set on communicating that he             
actually didn’t mine many coins. On BitcoinTalk he says he only           
mined for a few days – not true. Hal tells Forbes that he only              
mined around a thousand coins – again false. In fact, I analyzed            
the blockchain for the coins we know for sure were mined by Hal             
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(the transactions in the log screenshot). It turns out that Hal           
Finney spent those coins in batch transactions with other coins          
mined in early 2009. The person doing the spending would have           
needed to have the private keys for (have been in control of) all of              
the bitcoins they were spending.  

Here is the transaction in which Hal spent the first coins that he             
mined in block 78, address     
1AiBYt8XbsdyPAELFpcSwRpu45eb2bArMf: 

 

For the mined coins that are visible to us in the client log             
screenshot from Forbes, all of them were placed into batched          
transactions like the example above and moved into addresses in          
2,000-coin blocks. A count of the mined coins included in just           
these transactions (those which included coins we know to be          
owned by Hal Finney), the total number of coins that we can            
reasonably assert Hal had control over is 7,700.  
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We can also see from this analysis that Hal Finney was mining            
blocks as late as March 30th of 2009. This certainly puts the lie to              
his statements on BitcoinTalk. While it does match up with his           
statement to Forbes that he left the client on “for weeks,” it            
certainly makes little sense that Hal Finney would confuse 1,000          
and (at least) 7,700. Especially when others knew him this way: 

"He had this uncanny feel for numbers," says Richard Lewis,          
a friend of Finney's who is now a Stanford physiology          
professor. "To him, they seemed like living things that had          
behavior, that you could learn from." 

Forbes, 2014 

I attribute it to a lack of technical understanding for blockchain           
analysis (and a lack of really good block explorers in 2014) that            
Greenberg would describe the log screenshot and some old         
Gmail exchanges between Hal and Satoshi as “the most         
compelling evidence that Finney didn’t invent Bitcoin or ghostwrite         
the 2008 Bitcoin whitepaper.” Hal’s entire purpose, it seems, in          
both his BitcoinTalk farewell and the Forbes interview is to          
convince the world that he was not Satoshi Nakamoto. Yet, the           
supposed “most compelling evidence” for that claim is actually         
evidence of deception on Hal’s part.  

Greenberg ends his interview with a quote from Jason Finney. 

“My father is an honest guy,” Jason said. “He would have           
loved to have been part of creating Bitcoin, and he wouldn't           
have hidden it. But he wasn’t involved.” 

Forbes, 2014 

By all accounts, Finney was a wonderful man. Everyone who          
knew him was impressed by his kindness, his patience, and his           
honesty. But would Hal Finney, a man whose entire professional          
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career was precisely dedicated to finding ways to hide         
information, really have openly admitted to creating Bitcoin?        
Seems a strange thing for the son of a cypherpunk to say. 

Adding More Anonymity To Bitcoin 

 

The second tweet in the history of Crypto Twitter is as revealing            
as the first. On the morning of the 21st of January, 2009, Hal             
Finney takes to Twitter – a rare behavior for him – and            
communicates that he is thinking of ways to add more anonymity           
to Bitcoin.  

Satoshi made the announcement that the Bitcoin v0.1 software         
was available for download on January 8th at 11:27 Pacific Time.           
The first person to respond to this announcement was,         
predictably, Hal Finney at 6:22 pm Pacific Time on January 10th.           
Hal’s opening words in that message to Satoshi are, 

Congratulations to Satoshi on this first alpha release. I am          
looking forward to trying it out. 

Hal Finney - Cryptography mailing list, “Bitcoin v0.1        
released” 

This statement from Hal is an odd inconsistency due to the fact            
that the first block that Hal mined, block 78, is timestamped           
January 11th at 1am UTC, which would have been 5pm Pacific           
Time on January 10th. The block was mined before Hal sent that            
email. If the timestamp is correct on block 78, Hal would have            
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written “I’m running Bitcoin and already found the first block.”          
Something is amiss here. 

 

If we look just a bit further, we see that the timestamp of block 78               
is, in itself, quite interesting. It’s 01-11 01:00. If we remove the            
symbols and spaces we get “01110100,” which is binary notation          
for the character “t”. In mathematical notation, “t” is used to mean            
“time”. That is one hell of a coincidence. Of course, Bitcoin           
timestamps are down to the second. It would just be too strange if             
Finney’s first block was at 1am and exactly zero seconds… 

 

Clearly, it must just be coincidence. It’s 1am and 54 seconds after            
all. Nevermind the fact that May 4th (5/4) is Hal Finney’s birthday.            
Pure coincidence. 

One other thing to note about this very weird timestamp is the            
amount of time between blocks 77 and 79. In over three and a             
half hours, only 1 block is found (Hal’s block). Ostensibly, this is            
with additional hash power being added to the overall pool. Hal is,            
after all, the only person running the Bitcoin client at this point            
besides Satoshi. During that first week, this gap is the longest. It            
is one of the longer gaps without a block found in the history of              
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the Bitcoin blockchain. Something is happening at this point.         
Something strange. 

Regarding hashrate in this first week of Bitcoin. From the client           
log screenshot obtained by Greenberg, we can ascertain that,         
including blocks 78 (his first mined) and block 707 (his last) Hal            
Finney mined 12 blocks. That’s 12 blocks out of a total of 629.             
According to Hal, his computer was on during this entire time. If            
we are to believe Hal’s public account, he mined less than 2% of             
the blocks during the period in question. Since difficulty was set at            
1 the entire time and miners find blocks in proportion to their            
hashrate percentage within the network, that necessarily means        
that Satoshi Nakamoto was running 50 times the hashrate of          
Hal’s IBM desktop computer. Since Satoshi and Hal were the only           
people running BItcoin at the time, what reason would Satoshi          
have to devote so much processor power to the endeavor? 

Also curious is the fact that the first ever Bitcoin transaction was            
from Satoshi to Hal. The transfer is of 10 bitcoins and is mined in              
block 170. This has always seemed odd to me. Satoshi had been            
running a Bitcoin client(s) for 3 days at that point and yet he didn’t              
send himself a test transaction, just to see if his software was            
working. As a software developer I find that incredibly hard to           
believe if Hal is not Satoshi. If Hal is Satoshi, then the first             
transaction is a test transaction to himself after all. Incidentally,          
the address that received that first transaction (and, therefore,         
would have been under Hal’s control) last spent coins in          
September of 2017. 

Other coins, besides the ones sent to Hal by Satoshi in block 170,             
were spent in that first week. Those transactions were mined in           
the following blocks: 

● 181 
● 182 
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● 183 
● 187 
● 221 
● 248 
● 496 
● 524 
● 545 
● 546 
● 586 
● 593 

None of the coins that are spent show up as having been mined             
by Hal in the Greenberg log. If we take Hal at his word, this is               
Satoshi sending transactions to himself. That must be the case          
because, during the period of time, no one else besides Hal has            
expressed any interest in running (nevermind confirmed that they         
were running) the Bitcoin client.  

On January 17th, Jonathan Thornburg, an astronomy professor at         
University of Indiana responds to Satoshi with criticism. 

In the modern world, no major government wants to allow          
untraceable international financial transactions above some      
fairly modest size thresholds. (The usual catch-phrases are        
things like "laundering drug money", "tax evasion", and/or        
"financing terrorist groups".) To this end, electronic financial        
transactions are currently monitored by various governments       
& their agencies, and any but the smallest of transactions          
now come with various ID requirements for the humans on          
each end. 

But if each machine in a million-node botnet sends 10 cents           
to a randomly chosen machine in another botnet on the          
other side of the world, you've just moved $100K, in a way            
that seems very hard to trace. To me, this means that no            
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major government is likely to allow Bitcoin in its present form           
to operate on a large scale. 

Jonathan Thornburg - Cryptography mailing list, “Bitcoin v0.1        
released” 

Jonathan’s critique is prophetic and prescient. He is only the          
second or third person to respond at all in the thread for the             
release of the client software. Tellingly, Hal Finney is thinking          
seriously about what Jonathan has said. His tweet says as much;           
and we can be sure that his tweet is in direct reference to             
Jonathan’s email because it is Hal that responds to Jonathan (not           
Satoshi). 

Certainly a valid point, and one which has been widely          
discussed in the debates over the years about electronic         
cash. Bitcoin has a couple of things going for it: one is that it              
is distributed, with no single point of failure, no "mint", no           
company with officers that can be subpoenaed and arrested         
and shut down. It is more like a P2P network, and as we             
have seen, despite degrees of at least governmental        
distaste, those are still around. 

Bitcoin could also conceivably operate in a less anonymous         
mode, with transfers being linked to individuals, rather than         
single-use keys. It would still be useful to have a large scale,            
decentralized electronic payment system. 

It also might be possible to refactor and restructure Bitcoin to           
separate out the key new idea, a decentralized, global,         
irreversible transaction database. Such a functionality might       
be useful for other purposes. Once it exists, using it to record            
monetary transfers would be a sort of side effect and might           
be harder to shut down. 
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Hal Finney - Cryptography mailing list, “Bitcoin v0.1        
released” 

That has always read to me as someone defending their own           
creation and not the idea of a supposedly anonymous “clueless          
noob” (Hal’s own words).  

It wasn’t completely out of Hal’s character to become excited          
about a project started by someone else. His experience with          
PGP and Zimmerman demonstrated that aspect of his        
personality. I think the exchange with Thornburg gives some         
insight into one function of the Satoshi Nakamoto alias. 

Fast forward to late 2008 and the announcement of Bitcoin.          
I've noticed that cryptographic graybeards (I was in my mid          
50's) tend to get cynical. I was more idealistic; I have always            
loved crypto, the mystery and the paradox of it. 

When Satoshi announced Bitcoin on the cryptography       
mailing list, he got a skeptical reception at best.         
Cryptographers have seen too many grand schemes by        
clueless noobs. They tend to have a knee jerk reaction. 

I was more positive. I had long been interested in          
cryptographic payment schemes. Plus I was lucky enough to         
meet and extensively correspond with both Wei Dai and Nick          
Szabo, generally acknowledged to have created ideas that        
would be realized with Bitcoin. I had made an attempt to           
create my own proof of work based currency, called RPOW.          
So I found Bitcoin fascinating. 

Bitcoin and me (Hal Finney) - March 19, 2013 

Hal Finney was well aware of the reception that could be           
expected from any proposal that claimed to do what previous          
proposals for cryptographically-based money had failed to do. Hal         
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had previously released a proposal for such a system. It had gone            
essentially nowhere. How could a new system, even if it worked,           
be presented to “cryptographic graybeards” in a way that would          
maximize the possibility that some would begin using and         
contributing to it? Hal Finney answered this question like a good           
cypherpunk. He launched a Sybil attack. 

The Sybil attack in computer security is an attack wherein a           
reputation system is subverted by forging identities in        
peer-to-peer networks. It is named after the subject of the          
book Sybil, a case study of a woman diagnosed with          
dissociative identity disorder. The name was suggested in or         
before 2002 by Brian Zill at Microsoft Research. The term          
pseudospoofing had previously been coined by L. Detweiler        
on the Cypherpunks mailing list and used in the literature on           
peer-to-peer systems for the same class of attacks prior to          
2002, but this term did not gain as much influence as "Sybil            
attack". 

Wikipedia 

One of the primary ways that Russian operatives supposedly         
interfered with the 2016 US presidential elections was by creating          
thousands of fake social media accounts, also known as sock          
puppets. A single operative may have been in control of a           
hundred or more accounts. This is a version of a Sybil attack. The             
point is to make it appear as though a particular issue or            
organization has considerably more support than it actually does. 

Human psychology dictates that individuals are far more likely to          
follow social norms than to stand out. I’m sure you’ve seen the            
television programs where unwitting marks are convinced to go         
along with otherwise irrational behavior being exhibited by a         
group of actors. This was one major purpose of the Satoshi           
Nakamoto sock puppet. By creating Satoshi, Hal could introduce         
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Bitcoin without threat to his reputation, should Bitcoin turn out to           
have some fatal flaw. By appearing to support Bitcoin, Hal, a           
well-respected “cryptographic graybeard” could make the project       
seem more attractive than even if Hal had released it himself. 

Satoshi announced both the white paper and the client software          
on the cryptography mailing list. Those were the only forums in           
which he made the announcements. Besides answering       
questions in the threads related to these two announcements,         
Satoshi did not interact at all on this mailing list. The mailing list             
itself was obscure. In any given month, only between 25 and 50            
unique individuals posted anything to the list. Most months it was           
the same people. It is inconceivable that someone with the          
interests that would spur them to create Bitcoin would not have           
been on that mailing list. It’s inconceivable that someone as          
articulate and opinionated as Satoshi (575 posts in the one-year          
span that he was active on BitcoinTalk) would not have already           
been an active member of that mailing list (as their real identity).            
That severely narrows down the possible candidates. 

In August of 2009, just 8 months after Bitcoin was born, Hal            
Finney was diagnosed with ALS. This is the same disorder that           
afflicted Stephen Hawking. Within a couple years, Hal would be          
all but paralyzed. Within 5 years, he would be dead –           
cryogenically preserved by the Alcor Life Extension Foundation.        
But even before Hal was given his terminal diagnosis, he believed           
that Bitcoin had the potential to outlive him and become a truly            
disruptive technology. 

A Widespread Bitcoin Implementation 
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Hal’s final tweet about Bitcoin came on the afternoon of January           
27th, 2009. User John Gilmore had changed the subject of the           
thread and responded to a message from Hal Finney imagining a           
world where computers wouldn’t just sit idle but would instead be           
put to use earning money for their users by mining Bitcoin. 

Computers are already designed to consume much less        
electricity when idle than when running full tilt. This trend will           
continue and extend; some modern chips throttle down to         
zero MHz and virtually zero watts at idle, waking         
automatically at the next interrupt. 

The last thing we need is to deploy a system designed to            
burn all available cycles, consuming electricity and       
generating carbon dioxide, all over the Internet, in order to          
produce small amounts of bitbux to get emails or spams          
through. 

Can't we just convert actual money in a bank account into           
bitbux -- cheaply and without a carbon tax?  Please? 

John Gilmore - Cryptography mailing list, “Proof of Work ->          
atmospheric carbon” 

Clearly this struck a nerve with Finney. Two hours after his tweet,            
Hal responds with a lengthy email to John (Satoshi does not           
respond at all). Unfortunately, this change of the title and change           
of topic was an opportunity for the rest of the “cryptographic           
graybeards” to pile on and criticize. It was fundamentally the end           
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of the thread and the end of Satoshi Nakamoto’s participation on           
the cryptography mailing list. In reading Hal’s response, I get the           
sense that he anticipated the climate change angle would be a           
potential Achilles’ heel for Bitcoin. He also appeared to believe          
there might be a technological solution to that problem. His          
concern was well-founded. Bitcoin opponents at every level use         
energy consumption and resulting atmospheric carbon as a        
reason why Bitcoin should be outlawed. Bitcoin has, from the          
beginning, been opposed on “moral” grounds. 

The most powerful opponent of Bitcoin has always been The          
State. As the white paper says, Bitcoin is “A Peer To Peer            
Electronic Cash System.” Cash, of all different kinds, is the          
primary means of exchange for illicit transfers. Even before Silk          
Road, Satoshi had decided that Bitcoin’s attachment to activities         
deemed unsavory by The State was a threat to his safety.  

On December 11th, 2010, in response to a post about a PC World             
article linking Bitcoin to WikiLeaks, Satoshi wrote: 

It would have been nice to get this attention in any other            
context. WikiLeaks has kicked the hornet's nest, and the         
swarm is headed towards us. 

Re: PC World Article on Bitcoin - December 11, 2010 

The next day, Satoshi made his final post (a release update for            
Bitcoin v.0.3.19) on BitcoinTalk, the site that he created. He          
communicated privately to Gavin Andresen and others until his         
final email to Andresen on April 26th, 2011. This was his last            
known communication of any kind. 

I wish you wouldn’t keep talking about me as a mysterious           
shadowy figure, the press just turns that into a pirate          
currency angle. Maybe instead make it about the open         
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source project and give more credit to your dev contributors;          
it helps motivate them. 

Satoshi’s Final Email Of Gavin Andresen - April 26, 2011 

That Satoshi was clearly so concerned about how Bitcoin was          
perceived by State authorities gives us insight into the personality          
of the man behind the curtain.  

The person whose hand was operating the Satoshi sock puppet          
was not some brazen cowboy. They were not interested in          
revealing themselves and having accolades heaped upon them.        
This was an individual who was willing to play a background role if             
it meant advancing a project.  

It’s very likely that the creator of Satoshi expected all along that            
the wrath of The State would eventually come down on the head            
of Satoshi. Hal Finney, after all, had seen it happen to his friend             
and employer, Phil Zimmerman. Hal had been working in and          
around the field of digital money for 15 years at the time that             
Bitcoin was released. Hal would have known, upon running the          
initial prototype versions of the Bitcoin software, that he had          
solved problems that had been outstanding in the field. Those          
problems solved, Hal would have had faith that Bitcoin could          
become money for the world. That would make the creator of           
Bitcoin Public Enemy Number One for some of the most powerful           
and ruthless actors on Earth:  governments and central banks.  

As a radical libertarian, someone who carried around a copy Atlas           
Shrugged as a high school kid, he would have understood the           
need to shield himself and his family from such wrath. He would            
do that by creating an alter ego, who he would interact with as             
though he was another person. This would include creating email          
correspondence between Hal and his alter ego. Hal would be sure           
that you saw Clark Kent and Superman in the same room at the             
same time. In choosing a name for his alter ego, Hal chose one             
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that sounded exotic and mysterious, a name that he had been           
carrying around in the back of his mind since he was a kid             
growing up in Arcadia … Satoshi Nakamoto. 

Satoshi was never heard from after April 26th, 2011. This was           
around the time of Bitcoin’s first bubble. Bitcoin had reached          
parity with the US Dollar and, by July 8th of 2011, would hit its              
all-time high of $31. The price would then crash back to $2 before             
Christmas.  

In mid-June of 2011, the coins that Hal admits to mining in that             
first week in January 2009 were consolidated, in blocks of 2,000           
into new addresses, ostensibly by Hal himself. Coincidentally,        
coins mined and transferred by Satoshi in that first week are           
moving at the same time.  

In June of 2011, less than 2 months after Satoshi vanishes, Hal            
Finney goes stops communicating on BitcoinTalk. His ALS was         
getting worse. That same summer, Hal retired from PGP Inc.,          
which was soon sold to Symantec. 

Hal didn’t resurface on BitcoinTalk until March of 2012. He has           
just 2 dozen posts in the next year and a half. At this time he is                
using the same sort of eye tracking software used by Stephen           
Hawking to write messages. He is almost completely paralyzed. 

On March 19th, 2013, Hal writes his “farewell post” on          
BitcoinTalk. He opens with these words: 

For those who don't know me, I'm Hal Finney. I got my start             
in crypto working on an early version of PGP, working          
closely with Phil Zimmermann. When Phil decided to start         
PGP Corporation, I was one of the first hires. I would work            
on PGP until my retirement. At the same time, I got involved            
with the Cypherpunks. I ran the first cryptographically based         
anonymous remailer, among other activities. 
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Bitcoin and me (Hal Finney) - March 19, 2013 

Hal wrote only 9 more posts (the last was August 9th, 2013) on             
BitcoinTalk after his farewell, mostly responding to well-wishes        
and answering questions posed by “clueless noobs” to the most          
elder statesman of Bitcoin. Satoshi had been gone for 2 years at            
that point and the conspiracy theories were already beginning to          
gain steam.  

Bitcoin had hit a new high of $266 that spring and, even though it              
was in a crash, was still sustaining a price above $100. Bitcoin            
had value. It looked like it was here to stay. That meant Satoshi             
was a figure of historical significance. Yet, his identity was still a            
mystery.  

On June 15th, 2013, Hal Finney made one of his last posts ever.             
He was responding to a thread (wrongly) claiming to have          
uncovered some evidence of the identity of Satoshi by searching          
through the original registered users of BitcoinTalk. The post was          
entitled “Another *Potential* Identifying Piece of Evidence on        
Satoshi.” Hal Finney responded by quoting lines from the new          
Superman movie, Man Of Steel, that had been released in          
theaters just the day before. His entire post… 

Lois Lane: 

How do you find someone who has spent a lifetime covering           
his tracks? 

For some, he was a guardian angel. For others, a ghost,           
who never quite fit in. 

What's the S stand for? 

To dive deeper into source documentation and blockchain        
analysis, there is supplemental data at      
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gudu3/view?usp=sharing 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Opportunities In 3D Printing  

 

By Brian Berletic 

Introduction 

I’ve discussed 3D printing and 3D design in several previous          
articles for Counter Markets. When it comes to self-sufficiency,         
few emerging technologies offer to enhance it more than a virtual           
factory on your tabletop. 
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This time around, I want to focus on the opportunities 3D printing            
can bring an individual or small business. I will break it down into             
opportunities for existing businesses and opportunities for       
creating a business out of 3D printing itself. 

The first half of this article will involve case studies that might be             
beyond the average individual’s abilities and budget, but the         
second half of this article will revolve around my own personal           
applications using 3D printing and a printer that virtually anyone          
can afford. 

3D printing technology has evolved to the point where it is being            
used on a scale ranging from individuals in their homes or           
personal workshops, to multi-billion dollar corporations who use it         
for both prototyping and for creating finished parts for production,          
and everything in between. 

Having been involved in 3D printing, both for personal and          
business use, I can attest to the fact that virtually every profession            
and interest has a potential use for this technology. And as 3D            
printing technology evolves further, making it possible to print         
from a wider range of materials, faster, and more efficiently,          
potential uses will continue to evolve with it. 

While it may seem like hyperbole, 3D printing stands to change           
virtually everything we think we know about economics and the          
current way we produce and consume products. The more we          
know about it and how it can be used today, the better positioned             
we will be to excel in the world it will help create tomorrow. 

For Existing Businesses 

3D printing can be found turning up inside existing businesses for           
a variety of reasons. While these businesses are often more          
toward the larger side with their own designers and engineers          
employing 3D printing, as the cost goes down and accessibility          
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and ease of use continues to improve, it is becoming an option for             
small and medium businesses as well. 

The first and most obvious use is for rapid prototyping, which was            
the impetus behind 3D printing technology in the first place.          
Companies with their own R&D use 3D printing to do in-house           
prototyping and cut down the time required to do design iterations           
versus more traditional methods of custom fabrication.  

Opensource 3D printer manufacturer Ultimaker has an entire        
section of their website dedicated case studies of how companies          
are employing their 3D printers. 

In-House Prototyping: Bose Corporation’s BOSEbuild, which      
makes educational audio equipment, uses 3D printing to        
prototype and test kits before sending the final design to          
production. 3D printing reduces the number of tools and skills          
necessary to master to produce parts during the prototyping         
process. With a 3D printer, test pieces can be made, and remade            
with both speed and precision, helping eliminate flaws that might          
originate from other, less efficient fabrication processes (done by         
hand or with power tools). 
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BOSEbuild also does educational displays requiring a high level         
of customization. In this case, 3D-printed parts are used for the           
final displays themselves. 

Prototyping other Kinds of Manufacturing Technology: ABB       
Robotics is a Swedish-Swiss industrial robotics manufacturer.       
Their robots are found on factory floors around the world mass           
producing everything from elecontronics to cars. 

And while the factories their robots serve exist completely on the           
other end of the spectrum from personal manufacturing and 3D          
printing, 3D printing still has a role to play in the development of             
these robots. 
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Using an ordinary 3D printer affordable and available to people          
like you and me, ABB Robotics began using it to prototype           
working iterations of their next-generation robots before finalizing        
the design with a full-metal final prototype. 

 

Before any prototype is finalized, it goes through a process of           
iterations where designs are fabricated and tested. As Guillaume         
Pradels, co-developer of an ABB Robotics model called YuMi         
would say during an interview with Ultimaker, 

Compared to the traditional aluminium fingers, which were        
very costly and took about 5 weeks for each iteration, the 3D            
printed designs cost almost nothing and took about an hour          
to create. 

As new designs can now be printed from a desktop without           
having to pass all the stages of ordering and delivery, we           
save a lot of time and money. We can do a lot more tests              
that we wouldn’t be able to do without the 3D printing           
solution. 
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Before 3D printing, designs would originate in one department, be          
sent to another or even outsourced to another company to be           
fabricated, then be sent back for testing and evaluation before the           
next iteration would be designed and sent out for fabrication          
again. It’s pretty obvious the amount of time and money that is            
saved by doing this all within a single department.  

Improving other Manufacturing Processes: An actual factory is        
where products are mass produced that cannot be efficiently         
made with personal manufacturing technology like 3D printing; yet         
even inside factories themselves, 3D printing has a role to play. 

 

Another Ultimaker case study is the Volkswagen Autoeuropa        
factory in Lisbon, Portugal. The factory has an output of some           
100,000 cars and uses state-of-the-art manufacturing technology       
to do so. Yet, fine tuning workflow in this or any other factory is              
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something that generally requires calling in special teams of         
engineers and often involves retooling machinery. 

However, with 3D printing, in-factory engineers can prototype and         
even print one-off solutions to augment existing technology. This         
includes the creation of jigs, fixtures, and even customized tools. 

Again, the ability to print out designs quickly in-factory, iterate          
quickly until the design is perfected, and then deploy the solution           
on the factory floor is an infinite improvement over attempting to           
do a similar process through 3rd-party companies. 

Volkswagen Autoeuropa estimates the use of 3D printing has         
saved 91% in tool development costs and 95% in development          
time. The full case study can be found here. 

Printing for Production: And then there’s 3D printing for actual          
final production. One more case study by Ultimaker comes from          
Tucci Hot Rods which uses 3D printing to create custom parts           
actually used on cars themselves. 
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This is an example of one-off prints or small-batch production          
using 3D printing. The case study sums it up best, 

Without access to 3D printing technology, they would have         
to have parts CNC'd by an external machine shop, which          
can be a lengthy process taking into account the long lead           
times associated with outsourcing. Now that they have the         
Ultimaker in-house, they can produce final finished parts in a          
matter of hours and no longer have to rely on third-party           
suppliers' schedules. 

In each of the above examples, we see already successful          
businesses using 3D printing to cut costs, save time, and open up            
possibilities that more traditional fabrication processes keep out of         
reach for many businesses. 

But getting a 3D printer up and running in your business takes            
time and there is a learning curve involved. It is not as steep as              
some might think, but it is also not as easy as buying an ink              
printer and hitting “print.” 

3D Printing as a Business 

For almost 10 years I have been involved in 3D design and 3D             
printing as a profession, both for companies and as a          
self-employed freelance designer and fabricator. Unlike big online        
3D printing services where anyone, anywhere can submit a 3D          
file and have it printed and shipped to them, I work with clients on              
both the design and fabrication process, as well as subsequent          
iterations. 

In essence, I provide a 3rd-party solution for companies that are           
too small to afford a 3D printer, hire staff to use it, and employ              
designers to produce projects for it to print. 
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I have helped small companies do everything from creating small          
scaled-models for full-sized systems, static and functional       
prototypes, as well as final products. 

 

Examples include: 

Headless Bass Guitar: A Jamaican bass guitar player and         
custom guitar maker produces headless bass guitars. The        
headless design means something has to be done to manage the           
guitar strings that would otherwise be wrapped around tuning         
keys on a traditional bass guitar head. 

His sales volume is low because it is a side project to his             
mainstay which is actually playing shows. Factories will not         
manufacture a design below a minimum order which is usually in           
the 100s or even 1000s. For Lenky Guitar, 3D printing provides a            
print-per-order option that is still relatively cheap. The guitar cap          
covers up the strings, and gives the guitar a more complete look. 
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National Children’s Hospital: A national children’s hospital       
contacted me to prototype and print small batches of a wide           
variety of prototypes and solutions. I have been working with them           
for years and have produced everything from needle disposal         
systems and thermoplastic hand splints to dermatology tools and         
bed leveling systems. 

While the hospital probably does have the resources to buy a 3D            
printer, finding designers to work with the nurses, technicians, and          
doctors and consistently print viable solutions is a little difficult          
considering 3D printing is still an emerging technology. 

Electronic Console Design: Another company I have worked for         
over the years produces electronic consoles used in public         
spaces and offices. 

I have worked on both prototypes and small-batch production. By          
combining 3D-printed cases with computer-controlled laser cut       
acrylic, the final design is more than presentable for actual use.           
Because each project this company works on has very specific          
requirements, it is not possible for them to mass produce cases.           
3D printing makes both prototyping and small-batch production        
affordable and very quick. 

I’ve also done projects for organic and cattle farmers, a cosmetic           
startup, interior designers developing their own LED       
light-ventilation fan system, various electronic startups to produce        
static and functional prototypes, biotech labs, and even a few          
artists. 

Not only is 3D printing a small business for me, it is also a way to                
help others start their own businesses by offering them the tools           
and techniques required to physically produce their ideas. Our         
common purpose at Counter Markets is to empower individuals;         
and, for me, helping people start their own businesses rather than           
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working for others, both empowers individuals and society as a          
whole by moving opportunities and profits out of the hands of the            
few and making it accessible to the many. 

The tools involved in 3D printing are easy enough for anyone with            
even a moderate amount of determination to master. Starting your          
own 3D printing business is also not difficult and can be done part             
time in the beginning, and brought up to a level of intensity that             
suits your time, budget, and ambitions. 

Here are a few tips. 

Getting Started: No matter where you live, there is probably a           
makerspace nearby. Makerspaces are facilities that provide       
workspaces and tools for prototyping your ideas, and among         
these tools is almost always 3D printers. Go there, get involved,           
volunteer, or at the very least, practice printing a few ideas to get             
an idea of what 3D printing is all about. 

From there, you will need to learn 3D design. Programs like           
SketchUp are easy to learn, widely used, and many versions of it            
are free online to download and use. YouTube and other video           
sharing sites have endless resources to help you get started,          
perfect the basics, and even delve into more advanced         
techniques. 
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Like any skill used to produce actual, tangible results, it takes time            
and patience. I will not lie, learning 3D design and mastering the            
use of a 3D printer is going to take you at least a year depending               
on how determined you are. 

3D printers are not like paper printers. They are pieces of           
machinery that require upkeep and the ability to diagnose and fix           
problems when things go wrong. Because most 3D printers are          
opensource, you will find all the answers you need to fix your            
printer and troubleshoot problems online for free. Replacement        
parts for opensource printers are also easy to source and usually           
very cheap. Over about a year of consistent use, you will learn all             
the most common problems and probably run into and overcome          
a few more challenging ones. 

Yes, many printer manufacturers offer repair services, and usually         
a warranty, and this will definitely help you in the beginning.           
However, you’ll eventually need to learn the basics of         
maintenance and repair because most fixes are easy and can cut           
days, even weeks off of down time required to send a printer in to              
be fixed by someone else. 

If you are involved in a makerspace, many people there are           
willing to help out, especially if you are someone who is also            
generous with helping others. 

Finding Clients: Finding clients is the easy part. When people          
know you have a 3D printer, they will come asking for you to print              
out just about everything you can imagine. 

Finding and keeping good clients, on the other hand, is a lot            
harder, requires more patience, and more investment on your         
part. 
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I’ve found my clients through word-of-mouth. When I’m involved in          
one project or event, I end up contacted by people there to get             
involved in additional projects and events. 

It takes a long time to build up a portfolio of good, reliable clients,              
but once you do, the work is both profitable and a pleasure. My             
clients come to me with clear ideas of what they want, listen to             
and understand the workflow and capabilities involved in 3D         
printing, and are generous and prompt in paying. 

Clients to avoid are those who do not listen, are hesitant to pay,             
and fickle at virtually every step of the process. While you can find             
these sort in a larger abundance, it is not worth your time and             
energy to maintain them in your portfolio. Good clients are few           
and far between, but they will be the clients who are the easiest to              
work with and will provide you with the majority of your income. 

Keeping Clients: Of course, good clients also require effort on          
your part. You need to be professional, prompt, excellent at          
managing your own time, and capable of consistently delivering at          
or above your clients’ expectations. 

If you are unable to find good clients, you need to make sure the              
problem is your pool of potential clients, and not yourself. If there            
are good and bad clients, there are also definitely good and bad            
designers and 3D printing services. Make sure you aren’t one of           
them! 

I make a point of meeting clients and going through the design            
phase face-to-face. You get a good feel of what they are trying to             
accomplish; and when it’s necessary to talk over email and other           
methods online, you already have a good enough rapport to          
clearly imagine what they are describing. 

I also bring finished prints to the client in person during major            
stages throughout the process. When small-batch production       
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begins, or additional copies are requested, I can take advantage          
of online delivery apps that get them to clients in 30 minutes to 1              
day (depending on where in the country they are). 

If you are just a 3D printing service, taking files and sending out             
printed pieces, none of the above is necessary. But just          
remember, there are bigger, better companies out there doing         
that already. What these big companies cannot do is sit with           
clients and help them develop prototypes and final products.  

Expanding: Once you have a good portfolio of clients, you can           
begin expanding. By this I mean investing in additional printers,          
getting into other processes like laser cutting, vacuum forming,         
and even CNC. The more tools and services you are able to            
provide, the more money a client will spend with you rather than            
on similar services provided by other companies. 

The level of expansion you want to achieve depends on your own            
personal goals. Do you want to do this full time or part time? Are              
you looking to make a living, or just supplement your income? 

Final Thoughts 

I would recommend to people thinking about getting into 3D          
printing as a business to get into it first as a hobby. Buying a              
single printer and learning how to use it, how to create 3D designs             
for it, and learning what it can and cannot do is cheap enough to              
do with the money you’d generally spend on other hobbies. Plus it            
can be used to augment pretty much any other hobby you might            
be into. 
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You’ll probably have lots of opportunities to practice designing         
and printing out projects for friends and family even if you never            
decide to take the next step from a hobby to a business. And a 3D               
printer in your home provides plenty of opportunities in and of           
itself toward creating your own ideas and solutions. 

In addition to what I’ve done for clients, I’ve used my printers for             
building DIY lab equipment, hydroponics accessories,      
replacement parts for broken appliances, looms for weaving,        
molds for soap making, a vacuum forming box, light fixtures, gifts,           
models, hangers, hooks, and just about anything else you could          
imagine that people generally scrounge for in big-retail and even          
specialty stores before settling on less-than-adequate      
alternatives. 

I’ve watched 3D printing go from a novelty to a serious tool used             
by individuals and massive corporations alike. It is the future of           
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manufacturing, and it is a future that will be decentralized to the            
absolute most local level: your tabletop. I’ve watched it empower          
individuals and small companies that would otherwise have no         
way to produce the prototypes and products they are making their           
living developing and selling. 

If you are hesitant to take the plunge and invest in a 3D printer,              
you can always download SketchUp for free, and start learning          
how to do 3D design (also for free if you learn online). You can              
always print out your designs via someone else’s 3D printing          
service until you feel the need to get your own printer. 

3D printing and personal manufacturing is not a fad that will pass.            
It is here to stay, and those who learn how to leverage this             
technology will position themselves to take advantage of all the          
opportunities available now and the near and intermediate future. 

In the future, there will be printers producing items out of plastics            
and metals, and on scales ranging from the handheld to the size            
of homes. These printers will become increasingly affordable and         
accessible. It will be an incredibly liberating technology, but only          
for those who invest in acquiring the knowledge to take advantage           
of it. 

I’ll end by saying, it’s funny that the age-old Marxist point of            
people possessing the means of production would manifest itself         
in a decidedly agorist/anarchist way – a literal factory you          
individually own, sitting on your tabletop that serves as your          
personal means of production. Even if you have no interest at all            
in 3D printing as a practical tool, it can at least serve as a              
provocative ideological area of study. 

Brian Berletic is co-founder of ProgressTH.org. Follow       
ProgressTH on Facebook here, Instagram here, or on Twitter         
here. 3D printed models produced by ProgressTH are online for          
free at Thingiverse.com here.  
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WEALTH 

How To Launch Compliant Security Tokens 

 

By Jeff Paul 

Remember ICOs? Crowdfunding millions of dollars using smart        
contracts into half-cocked ideas to put some traditional business         
on the blockchain? Those days seem like ancient past even          
though it was only a few months ago that ICOs peaked before it             
became clear that many fell under securities regulations. 
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That realization, along with a general market downturn, chilled the          
enthusiasm for initial coin offerings (ICOs). Although crowd equity         
funding with blockchain token technology is a huge leap forward          
for the freedom of entrepreneurs to raise capital, there are still           
rules to follow. 

At CoinText, we aim to offer a compliant security token next year.            
We're currently trying to navigate the regulatory landscape –         
which basically means balancing our desire for ultimate privacy         
and freedom for ourselves and investors with the reality of          
securities laws. We would love to just sell equity in the form of a              
token to whoever wants to invest, but the State doesn't allow it to             
be that simple. 

To be clear, we’re NOT talking about an ICO. It's not a “coin.” It's              
a security token offering (STO). 

Security tokens face a level of compliance different from         
cryptocurrencies and network utility tokens. Cryptocurrencies are       
primarily currency networks, and utility tokens represent the right         
to use a network for specific purpose. They don't require an           
authority to validate their value. 

Meanwhile, security tokens represent an equity ownership       
agreement with a business entity in the real world. Since they are            
agreements, a token must be considered legitimate by the         
perceived authority for dispute resolution (SEC) for it to have          
tradable value as a security. Simply put, security tokens must          
follow a process to be included on licensed exchanges where          
investors trust that the process was followed. Businesses get         
liquidity for their company's shares as a reward for being          
compliant. 

I suppose we should be grateful because crowdfunding for equity          
just became legal in the 2012 Jumpstart Our Business Startups          
Act, or JOBS Act. Prior to that you had to be an accredited             
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investor to participate in private stock offerings for early startups,          
and entrepreneurs had to go through very expensive brokers in          
order to raise funds through public offerings. 

In his insightful article, “Tokenizing the World One Company at a           
Time,” the founder of StartEngine, Howard Marks, writes: 

The JOBS ACT enables companies to raise money directly         
from main street investors cost effectively, meaning that        
companies no longer need to look at banks, VCs and          
accredited investor communities for capital. They can go to         
the crowd. 

For the first time in 80 years, the ordinary investor can buy            
shares in the next groundbreaking startup. This should have         
sent shock waves through the finance world because        
millions of small businesses now have a chance to raise          
capital needed for growth. The large investment banks do         
not work with any company raising less than hundreds of          
millions of dollars, and the mid level banks generally require          
multiple million dollar raises to strike their interest. Small         
businesses looking to raise less than that get no attention          
without finding an angel. 

The JOBS Act allowed a Kickstarter funding model in exchange          
for equity instead of merchandise. It included new SEC         
exemptions which allow any business to raise funds from any          
investors. 

With the new rule 506(c) of Regulation D, where accredited          
investors can be publicly solicited, Regulation A+, which        
permits companies to raise up to $50M from the general          
public, and Regulation Crowdfunding (CF), a low-cost       
alternative to raise up to $1.07M from the crowd, finance has           
been upgraded forever. 
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The JOBS Act was perfect timing as blockchain technology began          
to enable token crowdsales shortly after that. Ethereum and other          
protocols made it easy to launch tradable tokens. We         
experienced an ICO explosion in 2017, but the sharp rise and           
2018 correction has regulators looking even closer at the space.          
As a result, most serious companies will replace the anonymous          
ICO mode in favor of compliant STOs (security token offerings).          
We think this will be a huge trend in 2019-2020. 

Because of this, CoinText is working with people who are blazing           
the path for security tokens, including attorneys Dave and Susan          
Berson, our partners at Yeoman's Capital, Vin's friend Bruce         
Fenton, who's on the board of tZERO, and others. 

CoinText will allow anyone to invest in our security token offering           
using the Regulation Crowdfunding exemption. Because we are        
going through this experience, and the vast majority of         
entrepreneurs reading this will need to raise less than $1 million,           
the rest of this article will focus on the details of “Regulation            
Crowdfunding.”  

But before we get to that, it's important to think about token            
economics and token mechanics first. 

Token Economics 

The meaning of token economics may vary for different types of           
projects. For example, the economics for network tokens like         
bitcoin are things like how many total coins will be created, the            
rate they are created, the cost to create them, and the cost to             
transact them. Users of the network determine the token's value          
at exchanges based on those variables and more. 

Token economics for security tokens is the basic agreement the          
issuer is offering to investors including the total amount being          
raised, price of each token, the method for determining the price           
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(what percentage of equity does it represent), and any dividends          
the security might pay investors. 

These figures (token economics) must be determined early in the          
process because they must appear in disclosures. More on that in           
a moment. 

Token Mechanics 

Imagine being able to buy $1 worth of Tesla stock through an app             
and instantly transfer it to a friend in your contact list for a fraction              
of a penny. That level of liquidity is what tokenization brings to            
securities. Exciting, right? But which blockchain can secure and         
scale to the volume required to be the new stock market? 

Token mechanics for blockchain networks usually means things        
like the coding language, hashing algorithm, time between blocks,         
hash power, transaction capacity, etc. 

At this early stage, security token issuers must choose a protocol           
with a good chance of widespread adoption among exchanges.         
What protocol is preferable for programming security tokens? Is it          
secure? Can it scale? Can exchanges work with it? 

Incidentally, Ethereum's ERC-20 standard is the leader so far. But          
token protocols for EOS, Stellar, and Bitcoin Cash are also rapidly           
advancing. Each have potential for their unique attributes. 

Regulation Crowdfunding 

If you're an entrepreneur seeking to raise less than $1 million, you            
can launch a crowdsale with few restrictions. This doesn't mean          
you can launch an anonymous token sale, which has been          
common in ICOs. Both the business offering the token and the           
investors must provide each other with sufficient information to         
make an equity agreement. 
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Anyone can participate in the crowdsale even if they're not an           
accredited investor. However, there is a level of KYC (Know Your           
Customer) required for participants. 

The SEC's Regulation Crowdfunding exemption enables eligible       
companies to offer and sell securities through crowdfunding with         
the following rules: 

● require all transactions under Regulation Crowdfunding to       
take place online through an SEC-registered intermediary,       
either a broker-dealer or a funding portal 

● permit a company to raise a maximum aggregate amount of          
$1,070,000 through crowdfunding offerings in a 12-month       
period 

● limit the amount individual investors can invest across all         
crowdfunding offerings in a 12-month period and 

● require disclosure of information in filings with the        
Commission and to investors and the intermediary facilitating        
the offering 

Let's take a deeper look at each of those bullet points. 

Alternative Trading Systems 

Compliant security tokens will be traded on broker-dealers        
registered with the SEC called Alternative Trading Systems        
(ATS). 

According to BlockchainLawGuide.com (operated by CoinText's      
attorney Dave Berson): 

Securities broker-dealers and exchanges are subject to (i)        
the regulatory and enforcement authority of the SEC and (ii)          
the licensing, examination and enforcement authority of the        
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA"). FINRA is       
a private, non-profit corporation that acts as a self-regulatory         
organization for securities broker-dealers. 
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On March 7, 2018, the SEC provided the following guidance:          
"If a platform offers trading of digital assets that are          
securities and operates as an 'exchange,' as defined by the          
federal securities laws, then the platform must register with         
the SEC as a national securities exchange or be exempt          
from registration." SEC Public Statement, Potentially      
Unlawful Online Platforms for Trading Digital Assets (March        
7, 2018). The SEC further stated that "investors should use a           
platform or entity registered with the SEC, such as a national           
securities exchange, alternative trading system ("ATS"), or       
broker-dealer." 

Coinbase announced on June 6th: 

Today, we’re announcing that Coinbase is on track to         
operate a regulated broker-dealer, pending approval by       
federal authorities. If approved, Coinbase will soon be        
capable of offering blockchain-based securities, under the       
oversight of the US Securities and Exchange Commission        
(SEC) and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority       
(FINRA). This step forward is being made possible by our          
acquisition of a broker-dealer license (B-D), an alternative        
trading system license (ATS), and a registered investment        
advisor (RIA) license. 

Other companies like tZERO, Poloniex, Polymath, and Gemini are         
also seeking broker-dealers licenses to become Alternative       
Trading Systems. Once these systems come fully online, we         
expect a stampede of legit companies launching security token         
offerings (STOs) and retail investors seeking early access to         
those opportunities. These ATSs will likely decide which protocol         
becomes the standard for security tokens. 

Investor Limits 
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Not only is there a limit to what the entrepreneur can raise in a              
security token sale under Regulation Crowdfund of $1.07M,        
individual investors are also limited in the amounts they are          
allowed to invest in token offerings over the course of a 12-month            
period: 

 

Disclosure of Information 

To issue an equity token sale under Regulation Crowdfund,         
issuers must disclose the following information: 

● information about officers, directors, and owners of 20        
percent or more of the issuer (including audited financial         
statements); 

● a description of the issuer’s business and the use of          
proceeds from the offering; 

● the price to the public of the securities or the method for            
determining the price; 

● the target offering amount and the deadline to reach the          
target offering amount; 

● whether the issuer will accept investments in excess of the          
target offering amount; 

● certain related-party transactions; and 
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● a discussion of the issuer’s financial condition and financial         
statements. 

Once the token economics (cap table) is set and investors are           
registered and aware of disclosures, issuers can use a number of           
services to help program a token to specifications. Services to          
help businesses launch compliant tokens like CoinList,       
StartEngine, Newchip, and Abacus help with the entire process,         
not just minting the tokens. 

It's quite a process, but it’s significantly easier to raise capital for            
your ideas now than ever before. 

Closing Resources 

Here's a great introductory video series about security tokens by          
Bruce Fenton. 

If you're considering raising funds with a security token offering          
(STO), the SEC provides more detailed guidance for compliance         
at Regulation Crowdfunding: A Small Entity Compliance Guide for         
Issuers. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

September was a relatively calm month for a change in the           
cryptocurrency markets. Bitcoin began September around the       
$7200 range, and climbed to a high of just above $7350. After            
that, it dropped sharply lower to about $6400 on September 6;           
and since that date the price has bounced between the $6300           
and $6800 range. Typically, when we see the crypto markets          
settling into a narrow range like this, it’s just setting the stage for a              
dramatic move out of the trading range. Whether we break to the            
upside or to the downside is anyone’s guess at this point.  

On the newsfront we have Goldman, Fidelity, and JP Morgan all           
offering institutional-grade custody for cryptocurrency, which      
further opens the door for large-scale funds looking for a safe,           
regulated, insured way to get exposure to the market. 
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In addition to that bullish news, there’s been a lot of speculation            
about this “mystery” Bitcoin wallet that’s been dormant for 4 years           
and recently became active again. The wallet in question holds          
over $1 billion worth of Bitcoin and has been broken down into            
multiple smaller wallets of 100 coins each. So the assumption is           
that someone is getting ready to unload a billion dollars worth of            
Bitcoin, and the market is in a wait-and-see mode as this           
happens. If anyone were to unload $1 billion in Bitcoin right away,            
it would likely impact liquidity and tank prices quite a bit. Whoever            
it is knows this, and appears to be setting up to liquidate small             
amounts at a time. But the underlying fear for investors is that if             
this person is getting rid of his billion dollars in coins, should we             
do the same? 

The markets are also in a wait-and-see mode with regards to the            
SEC and its decision on certain Bitcoin ETFs. Mid-September         
was the deadline for approval for the VanEck SolidX Bitcoin ETF,           
but the SEC pushed their decision to December, and may push it            
further to Q1 2019. This decision would open up Bitcoin access to            
every person with a brokerage account, so it’s being watched and           
traded upon by speculators. 

In addition to this, we also have news from Coinbase and           
BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager with $6.3 trillion in          
assets, that they’re working together to develop a cryptocurrency         
ETF that will hold a basket of the top coins.  

So across the board, developments are looking great for         
increased adoption, institutional investment, and ease of access        
for everyday investors.  
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For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

The precious metals market continued to languish last month.         
Just about every headline regarding gold or silver is about how           
investors are tossing in the towel; the GLD ETF is seeing massive            
outflows, SLV as well. Investors are tired of the lack of movement,            
negative returns, and they’re giving up.  

This is exactly what’s needed in order to reach a bottom on the             
gold and silver markets. We can’t move significantly higher until          
there are no sellers left, and the good news is that sellers are             
indeed selling and leaving in record numbers. We can’t say for           
sure where the bottom of the market will be, but we don’t think it’s              
too far off here.  
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https://www.coinbase.com/join/52cf1b84ebcc34441200015d


 

Silver began the month at about $14.20, and stayed right around           
that level until about the 20th. After that it began a steady climb             
higher to about $14.60. This may not seem like much of a move,             
and it really isn’t, but it’s a positive month for the metal – the first               
one it’s had in 6 months. It’s too soon to declare this a turnaround,              
but it does show that support is holding for now, and that selling             
pressures may be easing.  

In addition, we have news from the US Mint that sales of Silver             
Eagles are once again surging, so much so that they’re running           
out of stock again. In May-June this year, sales were slow,           
creating a massive oversupply. That appears to have been a          
short-term slowdown, as Silver Eagle sales have spiked        
significantly since then as can be seen below.  
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More important than future price appreciation, accumulating silver        
should be viewed as low-priced insurance for all the unknown          
possibilities in our financial industry. With 15% of the S&P 500           
unable to afford interest on their debt, and interest rates on the            
rise, record high equity valuations, and woefully underfunded        
Social Security and Medicare obligations, there’s a lot to insure          
against. Gold and silver have been money for 1000s of years, and            
they’ll continue to be money regardless of which country prints the           
most currency.  

At a time when just about everything is priced near a record high             
in the stock market, gold and silver are some of the only bargains             
remaining. We suggest you continue to accumulate while prices         
are low, as the cost of this “insurance” is sure to surge once the              
rise in interest rates catches up with all the cheap debt that has             
fueled the current bubble.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, low prices during times             
like this are the perfect chance to pick some up. You can find             
great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=696067&u=499447&m=57542&urllink=&afftrack=


 

SNEAK PEEK at next issue (November 5th 2018) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

What Happens After You Fire Your Town’s Entire Police Force? 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Entrepreneurs And The Hero’s Journey 

SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

Simple Guide To Practical Prepping 

WEALTH 

How Long Can This Melt-Up Last? 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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http://countermarkets.com/agorism-community/


 

DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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